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THE SPAN AND SEMISPAN OF SOME SIMPLE CLOSED CURVES

KATARZYNA TKACZYNSKA

(Communicated by James E. West)

Abstract. The spans of simple closed curves that are boundaries of convex re-

gions are determined. The following question of Lelek is answered affirmatively

for these curves: Are the span and the semispan of a simple closed curve equal?

The same answer is obtained in the case of nonconvex quadrilaterals.

Introduction

The concept of the span of a metric space A was introduced by A. Lelek [1].

In [2], he defined three other versions of span called surjective span, semispan,

and surjective semispan. In this paper we concern ourselves with the span of

the boundaries of convex regions in the plane. We also deal with the simple

case of a nonconvex polygon.

We begin by recalling the definitions. Let A be a connected nonempty metric

space. The span a(X) of X is the least upper bound of the set of real numbers

r > 0 satisfying the following condition: There exists a connected space Y and

a pair of continuous functions f, g: Y -* X such that f(Y) = g(Y) and

dist[/(y), g(y)] > r for y e Y. The surjective span cr*(A) of A is defined

similarly. The only difference is that we impose one additional condition on the

mappings f and g, namely, f(Y) = X = g(Y). To obtain the definition of the

semispan a0(X) of A we replace the condition f(Y) = g(Y) in the definition

of a(X) by the inclusion f(Y) c g(Y), and to define the surjective semispan

a*(X) of A we additionally require that g(Y) = X (while f(Y) c g(Y)).

The following inequalities were established in [2]:

(1) 0<ct*(A) <C7(A) <ct0(A) <diamA,

(2) 0<ci*(A) <crJ(A) <cr0(A) <diamA

for every connected nonempty metric space A .

We now introduce the notion of a directional diameter. Let X be a simple

closed curve in the Cartesian plane.  Let La denote the line passing through
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the origin such that the angle between the positive x-axis and La measured

counterclockwise is a, a e [0, n). We define the directional diameter dn(X)

of X in the direction a as the length of the longest line segment (segments)

with endpoints on X that is parallel to La .

Lemma 1. Let X be a simple closed curve and let d(X) = ixif[da(X): a e

[0, it)]. Then a0(X) <d(X).

Proof. Let F be a connected space and let /, g : Y —> A be continuous func-

tions such that f(Y) c g(Y). Let a e [0, n) be fixed but arbitrary. Let us

consider a Cartesian coordinate system in which La is the y-axis. We define

two sets A and B as follows:

A = [yeY:Ref(y)<Reg(y)],

B = [yeY:Ref(y)>Reg(y)].

The sets A and B axe open in  Y, and A n B = 0.   We shall show that

Y =¿ Au B. Suppose Y = A U B. Notice that then both A and B axe

nonempty. Indeed, A = 0 implies that Ref(y) > Reg(y) for all y e Y. Let

yx e Y be such that Reg(yx) > Reg(y) for all y e Y. (It suffices to consider

Y that is a closed subset of A x A, [1, p. 209].) If Ref(yx) > Reg(yx), then

f(y>\) $■ S(Y) ■ This contradicts the assumption that f(Y) c g(Y). Hence

A ^ 0. Similarly we argue that B ^ 0. Hence the connectedness of Y

implies that there exists y0 e Y such that Ref(y0) = Reg(y0). Therefore

dist[/Cv0), g(y0)] < da(X), and consequently ct0(A) < dn(X). Finally, since

a was arbitrary, we have cr0(A) < d(X).

Regular polygons

Let A be a regular polygon with n sides. Suppose n is odd, A is a vertex

of X, and BC is the side of A opposite to A ; i.e., dist[7?, A] — dist[C, A].

Let Ä be the orthogonal projection of A onto BC. Notice that d(X) =

dist[^ , A1]. Suppose now that n is even, the length of a side of A is X, and

the radius of the circumscribed circle is p . Then d(X) = \j4p2 - X2.

For positive integers m, n , we assume the convention

f m, if m < n
m   (mod n) = <

\ m-kn,    if m e (kn , (k + l)n], k = 1, 2, ... .

Theorem 2. If X is an n-sided regular polygon, then

a*(X) = a(X) = a¡(X) = a0(A) = d(X).

Proof. We will first deal with the case when n is odd. Let Ax be a vertex

of A. We number the remaining vertices of A in a clockwise direction,

A2, Ay, ... , An. For i = 1, 2, ... , n , AjA,,- will denote the side of X with

the endpoints Ai and Aj(i), where j(i) - [i+l] (mod n). Let i be an arbitrary
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but fixed even number from the interval [0, 2« - 2], and let ki = [¿|2 + «_!]

(mod n). We define functions /, g: [j¿ , ^] —» X as follows:

(i) for í6[¿,^], f(t) = A,i+2)/2, while g(t) is an affine mapping of

[¿,#] onto ^^M) suchthat í(¿) = iífc( and *($!) = Aj{k¡) ;

(ii) for  t € [i$, ^],g(t)  « ^(fej), while  /(/)   is an affine mapping

of _IW» ^3 onto A{i+2)/2Aj{i+2/2)  such that f(±±) = ¿(/+2)/2  and

J\TK>= "4/(1+2/2) •

Notice that, according to the above formula, when t e [0, ¿T, /(f) = y^ ,

while g(f) is an affine mapping of [0, ¿] onto A{n+X),2A{n+x)/2+x  such that

*(°) = Vn)/2« *(¿) = ^(«+i)/2+i . and that when ' e ts?. ^1» /(0 is an

affine mapping of [¿, ¿] onto ,4, A,, such that f(-£¡) = Ax, f(£¡) = /í2,

while g(t) = A.+x,,2+x ■ Also, as z varies through the set of even numbers

0, 2, ... , 2« - 2 we obtain functions f,g: [0, 1] —► A that are both onto

and continuous, with dist[/(/), g(t)] > d(X). Hence cr*(A) > d(X). Since,

according to Lemma 1, a0(X) < d(X), inequalities (1) and (2) imply that

ct*(A) = o(X) = a*Q(X) = cr0(A) = d(X).

The case when n is even is dealt with analogously, with the only difference

being the definition of kt. Here kt = [¿|2 + f - 1] (mod n). Hence, while

f(0) = f(l) = Al, g(0) = g(l) = An/2+x .

Remark. The result cr*(A) = a(X) =* cj*(A) = cr0(A) = ^Ap2 - X2 when X is

a regular polygon with an even number of sides, the length of the side is X, and

the radius of the circumscribed circle is p was previously obtained by Thelma

West [3] as a special case of an indented circle.

Simple closed curves that are boundaries of convex regions

Let us first consider the case of a triangle. Let ABC be a triangle with vertices

A, B, and C. Let hA, hB, and hc be the altitudes of ABC orthogonal

correspondingly to 7?C, AC, and AB . Clearly d(ABC) = mix\[hA , hB , hc].

It is also easy to construct two continuous functions /, g on the unit interval

7 = [0,1] such that /(/) = g(I) = ABC, dist[/(i), g(s)] > d(ABC) for

î€/,/(0) =/(l),and g(0) = g(l). To do this, let H¡, i = 1, 2, ... , 6 , be
the affine mappings such that:

HX:[0,¡

H-   ?    2"*■    6' 6

BC   and   77,(0) = B, Hx fl J = C,

>AB   and   H2(^j = A, H2(^j = B,
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773:

»4-

775:

IL

and define

2 3

6' 6

3 4
6' 6

4 5

6' 6

773l^) =C,773f|]

5C   and   77,

4

/i,//4

AB   and   775 ( - ) = A, 77,

C,

B,

CA   and   //6(g) =C,H6(I) = A

f(s)

(A, ifse[0,¡]

c, ¡fi€[f,|]
l776(5),     if5€[|,l]

*(*)

C,

773'

.1 .

"5

5,

if5€[0,i]

if*e[i,J]
if 5 G [

if 5 G [

if 5 G [

Hence the assertion of Theorem 2 holds also for all triangles.

The above is a special case of the argument used in the following:

Theorem 3. Let D be a bounded convex region in the plane and let 3D be its

boundary. Then

o*(dD) = o(dD) = a*(dD) = o0(dD) = d(dD).

Proof. Let e be a positive number such that e < d(dD). Inscribe a convex

polygon P in 3D such that d(P) > d(dD) - s. Let L, , L2, ... , Ln be

the sides of P numbered in their successive clockwise order. Let B{, i =

1, ... , n , be the endpoint of L, that precedes L¡ in the clockwise order and

let 7?i., i = 1, ... , n , be the line containing L(. Let A¡ be a vertex of P such

that dist[7?/, A/] > dist[Rj, A] for each A e P. We shall describe the motion

of two points F and G tracing P. Both points will be moving only in the

clockwise direction and both will return to their starting positions. Whenever

G travels along a side of P, F will remain still at one of the vertices of P,

and vice versa.

Let us begin with F at Bx and G at Ax .
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Step 1. G remains at Ax , while F travels along Lx until it reaches B2. Notice

that Ax = Bk for some k = 3, ... , n . Consider the lines 7?2, Rk containing,

respectively, L2 and Lk . There are two cases:

Case 1. R2nRk¿0.

Case 2. R2 n Rk = 0.

Step 2 in Case 1. Since P is convex, it is contained in one of the four infi-

nite wedges formed by 7?2 and Rk . Therefore, if we consider the clockwise

movement of F and G, exactly one of them would be traveling toward the in-

tersection point of 7?2 and Rk , while the other would be traveling away from

it. We choose the former to remain still while the latter travels along the side

of P that immediately succeeds it.

Step 2 in Case 2. We arbitrarily choose one of the points F, G to remain still

while the other travels along the side of P that immediately succeeds it.

After we complete step 2, F is at B¡ and G is at B-, where i = 2 while

j - k + I or i = 3 while j = k. We now consider the lines R, and R,

containing respectively L; and L and repeat the procedure described in Step

2. Notice that, after finitely many steps, all of which follow the procedure

described in Step 2, F will return to Bx . Indeed, F cannot remain indefinitely

at any of the Bi while G travels along P . According to our algorithm, G will

be stopped at the vertex immediately preceding Bj (if not earlier), and then F

will resume its clockwise motion. Since the same argument holds for G, it too

will return to its initial position after finitely many steps. We also claim that

whenever F (or G) travels along any given side L;, G (or F) remains still at

a vertex Bk such that dist[7?(, Bk] = dist[7?/, A¡].

If not, then the convexity of P assures that either

(3) dist[Rl,Bk_x]>dist[Rj,Bk]

or

(4) dist[7v,,7i,+1]>dist[7?;,7i,].

If (3) holds, then the position of Lk_, with respect to L{ is such that, according

to our algorithm, G had to remain at Bk_x while F traveled along L;. Hence

F cannot travel along Li while G stays at Bk . If (4) holds, then the position

of Lk with respect to L¡ is such that, according to our algorithm, G had to

travel along Lk to Bk+X while F remained at B¡. Therefore in this case also

F cannot travel along L¡ while G stays at Bk . This contradiction shows that

dist[7?(-, Bk] = distfT?,., A,].
Let ai - dist[/I(., R¡], and let a — min[a(., i = 1, 2, ... , n]. The motion of

F and G defines two continuous functions / and g on a circle with P as the

range and such that, for every x on the circle, dist[/(jf), g(x)] > a. Hence

a*(P) > a . Since a > dn(P) for some a, it follows that a*(P) >a> d(P).

This, along with Lemma 1 and inequalities (1) and (2) implies that

o*(P) = a(P) = o*Q(P) = a0(P) = a = d(P).
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We now define a continuous function /, on the circle in the following way:

(i) fx(x) = f(x) on each arc of positive Lebesgue measure on which / is

constant.

(ii) For each L(, let L* be the arc of dD whose endpoints coincide with

the endpoints of Li and whose interior lies in the complement of P.

Let h be a homeomorphism from Li onto L* that fixes the endpoints

of Li. Finally, let l!l be the arc on the circle that is covered by x as

f(x) travels along Li. For each x e L\ put /,(*) = h(f(x)).

We define a continuous function gx using g in the same way that we used / to

define /, . Notice that dist[/j(x), gx(x)] > d(P) and, since d(P) > d(dD)-e,

we also have dist[fx(x), gx(x)] > d(dD) - e. Hence o*(dD) > d(dD) - e

and, since e was arbitrary, a*(dD) > d(dD). This, along with Lemma 1 and

inequalities (1) and (2), implies that

a*(dD) = cr(dD) = oUdD) = aJdD) = d(dD).

NONCONVEX QUADRILATERALS

We now present a nonconvex case in which all four versions of span are

equal to the infimum of the set of directional diameters. We first notice that

each nonconvex quadrilateral is contained in the closure of the region bounded

by a triangle whose vertices are also vertices of the quadrilateral. Suppose Q is

a quadrilateral with vertices A, B, C, D and suppose Q is contained in the

closure of the region bounded by the triangle ABD (see Figure 1). Let hD be

the altitude drawn from D to AB , hB be the altitude drawn from B to AD,

and hA = dist[/l, DC U CB]. Let 7/(, z = 1, 2, ... , 6 be the affine mappings

such that:

H,

77,

»•I
6' 6

BA   and   77, (0) = B, 77,

DCUCB   and   77, = d,hJ-£

Figure 1
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HA

If

H6- Í, 1

AD   and   773 (j) = A, H3 (|) = D,

BA   and   H4 (|j = B, 774 (|) = A,

DCUCB   and   775 ̂  = D, 775 f|] = B,

A,HAI) = D.AD   and   77¿
' \6 I

We define mappings /, g : [0, 1 ] —► Q as follows

£», if s e [0

/(*) =

H2(s),

B,

H,(s),

A,

H6(s),

if,e[¿

*(*) = 4

ifl€[2

if*€[i

if«€[|

if«€[|

77,(5),    ifj€[0

a,        if se[l
H3(s),   if se [¡

D,

Hs(s)

B,

if se[\

if se[l

ifse[¡

¿]

§]

1]
*]
I]
I].

*]

¿]

i]

I]
f]
i]-

Clearly, / and g axe onto, /(0) = /(l), g(0) = g(l), and dist[/(i), *(*)] >

minf/z^ , /zB , hD]. Hence

(5) o*(Q)>min[hA,hB,hD].

Notice also that mixi[hA , hB, hD] is a directional diameter of Q.  Therefore

Lemma 1, (5), (1), and (2) imply that

o*(Q) = o(Q) = <x0*(ß) = ct0«2) = min^ , hB , hD] = d(Q).
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